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Walsingham which dates from c. 1580 and is 
decorated with amorini and cornucopia in anticipa
tion of a loving and fruitful union for the couple. 
Baron Thyssen Bomienisza has generously lent three 
jewels to the Fair which date from the 16th century 
and early 17th century. The Roman cameo of a 
boy’s head which has been converted to an amorino 
jewel by the addition of a gold pendant mount in the 
form of enamelled wings conveniently illustrates the 
taste for things Classical which is characteristic of the 
majority of Renaissance artists and their patrons. 
The South German pendant from the Baron’s 
collection is approximately contemporary with the 
Gresley Jewel and is in the form of a seated Venus 
with Cupid in her lap seen against a back plate of 
enamelled gold set with garnets, emeralds, diamonds 
and a single pearl. Its message is more formal and 
erudite.

From time immemorial lovers have seen the 
intensity of their emotions mirrored in the colour of 
precious stones and their mutual commitment in 
their durability. The ring, with no beginning and no 
end, is the best known symbol of eternal love and the 
incorruptibility of gold is used to extend the 
metaphor to its limits. The range of quality of love 
jewellery is seemingly as wide as the circumstances of 
those for whom it was made and it is one of the aims 
of this exhibition to illustrate the relationship 
between the most humble and the most sophistic
ated of the genre.

Even a cursory study of the subject will quickly 
reveal the different levels at which these messages of 
endearment are delivered. The majority of them are 
expressed within such a dazzling framework of 
precious materials and meticulous craftsmanship that 
the allusions they make are only understood 
subliminally. It is probably not fanciful to suggest 
that these charming yet covert messages are deliber
ately contrived as rebuses to echo the secrecy which 
so often characterises passionate love. The exhibi
tion is mainly concerned with the interpretation of 
these allegories and it is hoped that it will serve as an 
inspiration to the majority of commercial goldsmiths 
who appear to have lost touch with this, one of the 
most charming aspects of their work.

Until the first flowerings of the Renaissance, art 
and patronage were largely in the hands of the 
church and clergy. The delicate skills of the 
goldsmith were no exception and as a result a large 
proportion of medieval jewellery is of a devotional 
nature. It has been said that as far as precious 
metalwork is concerned the Renaissance began in 
Italy in the second half of the 15th century. The 
fashion for immensley valuable ornaments was 
fostered by a new type of customer who was at once 
conspicuous, wealthy and passionate about the 
Antique. Such attitudes were embodied by the 
Medici in Florence and the Sforza in Milan. 
Encouraged by the enthusiasm of these new patrons 
an easing of attitudes was to follow and with it came 
a return to the cult of Venus.

16th century jewellery is very rare and examples 
in private collections rarer still. We are especially 
fortunate in being able to include the marriage jewel 
of Sir Thomas Gresley and his wife Catherine

Double agate scent bottle emblematic of the Folly and 
Faithfulness of love. English, c. 1760. PriiuUe Collection.
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From the 17th century comes a gold ‘fede’ ring in 
which male and female ha'nds are joined by an 
enamelled gold heart; the whole emblematic of 
betrothal and faithfulness. Undoubtedly inspired by 
Roman prototypes it is a metaphor to which the 
18th century and 19th century jewellers were 
frequently to return. Anna Somers Cocks and 
Charles Truman in their scholarly catalogue of the 
Thyssen Bormenisza collection have drawn our 
attention to the magical powers ascribed to the ruby 
and diamond with which this charming jewel is 
set.and these arc recorded in the handlist which 
accompanies the Exhibition.

During the reign of Louis XV and under the 
special influence of Madame de Pompadour French 
artists enthusiastically addressed themselves to 
Aphrodisian themes. Francois Boucher (1703-70) 
was responsible for an image of Venus at her most 
voluptuous and subtly alluring. It almost seems as 
though Cupid’s quiver, Hymen’s lamp, flaming 
hearts, and Triumphal laurels were part of every 
decorative scheme including, of course, goldsmiths 
work and jewellery. The silver pendant set with 
diamonds in the form of The Doves of Venus 
perched in a laurel wreath is a rare survival of French 
jewellery from the 1760’s and is emblematic of the 
Triumph of Love. Particular note should be taken of 
the slatey quality of the diamonds and how they have 
been cut to suit the composition. Of a slightly later 
date are two English jewels set with rubies and 
diamonds, one in the form of an Altar of Venus, the 
other an incandescent heart. They are accompanied 
by a fine group of 18th century gem set rings some of 
which are decorated with enamelled mottoes and 
declarations of love. Such legends are commonly 
found on English 18th century gold and hardstone 
snufF-boxes and etuis but quite the most animated 
example of the genre is the double scent bottle from 
the 1760’s which is carved from agate and mounted 
in gold. It takes the form of the Fool and his Dog 
who are emblematic of the Folly and Faithfulness of 
Love. Any uncertainty over the message they are 
intended to convey is removed by the legends they 
carry' on their enamelled collars. “Nous sommes 
indissolubles” (we are inseparable); “L’amitie me 
conduit” (love drives me). The scent bottle bears a 
striking resemblance to the Meissen groups of 
Harlequin and his mops dog modelled by Kandler in 
the 1740’s and there can be no doubt that the 
goldsmith who made this charming object was 
inspired by them.

Napoleon Bonaparte, anxious to make a complete 
break with the taste of the Bourbons, was quick to 
embrace neo-Classicism as a pure new art form which 
evoked the heroic dynasty he so conspicuously 
lacked. Although often made by the same craftsmen

who had supplied the court of Louis XVI the 
goldsmiths’ work of the new Empire replaced 
rococo with classical and ofFered austerity where 
joyful spontaneity was once found. Nevertheless 
there is an object from this period ofsuch astonishing 
refinement and craftsmanship that it seems to have a 
jewel-like intensity all of its own. It is the watch and 
fob made by Johann Christian Neuber of Dresden as 
a gift from Josephine to Napoleon. Neuber was 
master of a particular technique of inlaying hard- 
stones into gold in order to achieve an effect which is 
reminiscent of champleve enamel. This was called 
zelleiwiosaik and was generally used to decorate the 
exterior of gold snufF-boxes. In this instance the 
watch and fob is covered with symbols of passion, 
fidelity and love, each of which is conveniently 
interpreted in raised letters of gold in the manner of 
the Renaissance emblem. A secret key hidden in the 
framework of the watch releases the back of the case

An enamelled gold brooch emblematic of the virtues of marriage, 
by Edward Tessier. London, c. 1870. Wartski.
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The gold watch and fob byjohann Christian Neuber, the gift of the Empress Josephine to Napoleon. Dresden, c. 1805. Private Collection.

to reveal a miniature of the Empress by Isabey. Once 
the property of King Farouk it was sold by Sotheby’s 
in Cairo in 1984 and has not been publicly exhibited 
since.

Even those with but a passing knowledge of the 
19th century decorative arts will not be surprised to 
see how enthusiastically the goldsmiths interpreted 
the old established allegories of love and imbued 
them with renewed sentimentality. Already fascin
ated by the mythological significance of precious 
stones the language of flowers provided another 
limidess source of inspiration for the European 
jeweller. This is exemplified by the enamelled gold 
brooch by Tessiers in the form of a bouquet of 
forget-me-nots, ivy, ears of wheat and roses which 
represent the virtues and privileges of married life. 
The mistletoe brooch by Carlo Giuliano (1831- 
1895) symbolising a kiss, is given extra zest and 
meaning when one discovers that the opalescent 
white berry, carved from moonstone is in

fact the head of Cupid nestling between unseason
ably succulent green enamelled leaves. Pansy flowers 
signify peea moi and whenever turquoise is seen it 
stands for forget-me-not. It is traditional for brides to 
give their maids a brooch made of the sky blue stone 
so that they might always think of the giver despite 
her new found status. Such brooches were very 
often in the form of the doves of Venus but Queen 
Victoria’s version was a Coburg Eagle in homage to 
Albert’s origins. Its mildly aggressive qualities make 
an interesting foil to the lilting mood of the dove 
which Giuliano made to the design of Sir Edward 
Bune-Jones.

Since Carlo Giuliano often preferred to draw on 
Renaissance prototypes for his inspiration his love 
jewellery is not uncommon. The Cooper-Hewitt 
Museum in New York has lent the extraordinary 
brooch in the form of a sail boat navigated by 
oriental lovers who are accompanied by the Doves 
of Venus. Decorated with enamel and precious
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brooch, and associated earrings, by Melillo in the 
exhibition which are emblematic of love. They take 
the form of Eros who is seen surmounting a 
cornucopia and subduing the Doves of Venus with a 
silken cord. They are profusely decorated with the 
finest filigree and granulation and arc vivacious 
interpretations of a popular Hellenistic theme.

By the turn of the century there had been a 
reaction to the eclecticism of the 19th century and 
encouraged by the influence of Japan, the Art 
Nouveau style began to flourish throughout Europe. 
At the same time Carl Faberge was making his own 
quieter innovations which were, in the main, the 
inspiration of his Scandinavian workmasters and 
designers. The taste for incomparably chic and 
deceptively modern cigarette cases ran concurrently 
with the Louis XVI and neo-CIassical styles. The 
Siberian jade and enamelled gold box lent by Miss 
Joan Rivers is a remarkable pastiche of French 
rococo work and is emblematic of Love Revived.

The Duke of Westminster has generously lent the 
diamond tiara by Faberge which is designed as a 
triumphal wreath of myrtle leaves and berries which 
are sacred to Aphrodite. The elegant neo-CIassical 
line of this jewel is complemented by the purity of 
the stones and the delicacy of the settings.

One of Queen Victoria’s Bridesmaid's brooches, c. 1840. Private 
Collection.

stones it is clearly inspired by the Gondola jewels 
made by Giovanni Batista Scholari in celebration of 
his visit to Munich for the wedding of the Duke of 
Bavaria’s son Wilhelm in 1568.

Although the Castellani family was generally 
inspired by earlier prototypes than those preferred by 
Giuliano the firm was certainly involved in the 
manufacture of love jewellery. The exhibition 
includes a charming micro mosaic of a stylised 
butterfly, symbol of Psyche, goddess of the soul 
which is captioned in Greek letters within the 
mosaic itself. On the reverse the name of Psyche’s 
companion and tormentor Eros is raised in a bold 
Greek script making the message of the jewel quite 
unmistakable.

Castellani’s pupil Giacinto Melillo (1846-1915) 
worked in Naples from 1870 until well into the 20th 
century specialising, like his master, in the revival of 
the ancient goldsmithing techniques. There is a

Faberge diamond tiara in the form of myrtle leaves and berries 
c. 1900. Their Graces the Duke and Duchess of Westminster.

The Duke and Duchess of Windsor were to carry 
the tradition of sentimental jewellery into the 20th 
century but none was to do so with such panache as 
Fulco Verdura whose restless imagination was 
responsible for some of the most exciting love 
jewellery of our time. Who among contemporary 
commercial jewellers will follow in his footsteps is 
not, for the moment, clear. The inevitability' that 
someone will succeed him is endorsed by the words 
of Virgil’s hemstich: Omnia Vincit Amor ’Love 
Conquers All’ Eclogues X, 69 AR.

A gold brooch m the form of a sail boat navigated by lovers by 
Carlo Ciiuliano, c. 1875. The Cooper-Heivitt, National Museum of 
Design, New Yoik.
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